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About This Game

Imagine waking up, with no idea who you are, in an abandoned building. You have been drugged by a man who taunts you with
his experiments, haunting your every step. A nail biting Hidden Object thriller, explore eerie scenes all while testing your wits.

It’s up to you to find the antidote, before it’s too late…and unravel the mystery of White Haven.

FEATURES:
•Explore Chilling Scenes
•A Nail Biting Adventure
•Mind Bending Puzzles

•Twisted Storyline
•Unique Horror experience
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Not single player at all. Animals are clunky in the environment. Sick dizzy feeling from very bad optimization after playing a
cpl hrs strait in game. Not at all as advertised trailer and screen shots look awesome! But fail to deliver in game. Waters are
large empty wastelands. Lack of hacker protection leaves you helpless. Only thing keeping this game alive is ppl spending
money renting servers. Avoid at all cost IMO I cant stress this enough NO SINGLE PLAYING. Mantep cuk premium akun ne
karo lisensi sesasi. This is a nice catch for the Steam Summer sale. Running as administrator to avoid a crash that I was
receiving about one minute into the game. Works fine. Fun gameplay.

Intel i7-4770K @3.50GHz
16GB Ram
Windows 10 Pro
GeForce GTX 970 (x2). This music pack is worth the purchase if you ever play the Byzantine culture group (which also
includes Armenians and Georgians). One of the tracks, 'The Byzantine Empire', is probably my favourite CK2 track of all, while
the other two are solid too. Give it a listen on YouTube, I think you'll be convinced.. Likes:
- The ambition and scope - it's pretty flexible, and there's on-ship, in-space and on-planet.
- Does something not really explored for many years - a bit of FTL, a bit of Star Control, a bit of Sun Dog Legacy, a bit of Star
Command

Dislikes:
- The interface is woefully inconsistent (on some screens WASD, on some screens arrows, on some screens mouse)
- Oh, and slow. Where you'd like a table perhaps you get a scrolling list of options in a speech bubble.
- It's buggy and inconsistent (which is more a limit of cramming something ambitious into the RPGmaker XP engine)

Overall:
- I rather like it, despite its shonky nature (that's the Star Command influence at work)
- With a better engine and more polish it could concentrate on the bits it does well, and let the engine handle the interface.. Buy
GTR2... Better game with more content.. very good Arkanoid-Clone ..... absolut playable ....
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This is a great song and fun to play, but for some reasons most notes on the D string just don't register, and that's really frickin
annoying. Awesome soundtrack! Really sets the tone for the game. Also, pretty sure if you buy the soundtrack Jake Butineau
stops hunting you down like a Terminator across the map in-game.

UPDATE: He does not stop. Sooo many bugs... no recomend! Realy... Dont buy this game. Seriously! Just try another game. it's
not for u man!. Soundtrack worth it. Play that\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665full volume through my speaker on the
back of the bus, you know how it is.. these people managed to \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 up asteroids controls. the most basic
control scheme in the world, which even i know how to make, and they \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed it up. if you brush along a
wall you will turn to face it and then become stuck, like a dart trapped in an enormous dartboard if the dartboard was a space
station and the dart was an indicator of how badly made this game was, or something like that, this analogy kind of got away
from me but whatever it controls horribly and has awful weird inertia which makes navigating the instant death mazes they
mistook for good level design tedious rather than difficult. tedious is not a good word to associate with your game!
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